Letter from the Editor - Denise Gilbert

June 7th 2020

Dear Tomball Art League members,
Due to the Pandemic we did not get to have our Spring Show.

Sadly, we sat

everything up . Everyone brought their art in . We had about 108 entrees, and then the
Library had to shut down due to The Coronvirus on March 12th. It was going to be a
beautiful show from all the gorgeous art I saw. So, I say save your art for the next one.
Hopefully in the fall ?
We also as you know, we did not have April or May meetings. And it was discussed to
maybe have a June or July meeting. But as of this writing the library is still closed. So
still up in the air. Most importantly we do not want anyone in harm's way either.
I get it . I am 66 years old . I have been on shut down since March 13th . So staying safe
as possible.
OH…We still need to vote for officers for 2020-2021 . And vote on the ones that are to
continue. We urgently need some of yal to step up fill some positions. We normally do
this in May. And so we have officers in place for the 2020-2021 art year. Sorry so blunt .
But some people have been in positions too long and need a break. So help us continue
to have a great art league !
When the library opens, and it is remotely possible to maybe to have any meetings we
will send out an email to all members.
I have faith that things will reopen, and we will get to join up like normal. And I do not
know about you I want to still be involved in art and the art league. It is a source of joy
and fun for me, because of all the friends I have made! And also keeps me creating art.
So stay safe and hopefully see yal soon.

D

